Many hosting companies that are looking to scale-up their operations and grow their customer base are seeing the value and cost
savings of acquiring an existing hosting business. There’s no quicker way to get new clients, expand your resources and pump up your
sales. eBridge’s Business Brokering Program takes the hassles and headaches out of the process of acquiring or selling a hosting
business, managing all the details from start to finish.

How eBridge can help you BUY a business:
•
•

No need to spend countless hours researching potential acquisitions. Why spend all that time looking for opportunities, when we
have already done it for you? Use our listings to find your perfect match.
Buying a hosting business can be a complicated process that requires know-how and expertise. With eBridge’s consultation, you’ll
get a deal that works for your best interests and helps you close the transaction smoothly.

How eBridge can help you SELL a business:
•
•

Our confidential, dedicated consulting services paired with comprehensive marketing strategies ensure that your listing gets in
front of the right prospects.
With eBridge working as your 3rd party negotiator, you will get quality offers and the price that your business deserves.

If you want to get in the mergers and acquisition arena of the web hosting industry, look to eBridge for your business brokering needs.

About eBridge
eBridge marketing solutions has been helping technology companies achieve their internet marketing goals since 2001. Our awardwinning team has built a strong reputation for delivering strategic campaigns with excellent results. We’re committed to providing you
with innovative and high value solutions.
Contact us today to find our how ebridge can help your organization succeed online.
604-731-5530 info@thehostbroker.com
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In the market to buy or sell a
hosting business?

